Dennis Vehicles makes fire trucks and bus chassis. Their fire trucks, with the familiar DENNIS emblazoned across the front, are a familiar sight throughout the UK. The company also makes the Dart chassis, the most popular single deck bus in the UK, and the Trident double deck range. Although Dennis Vehicles had just had its most successful year, the market was changing and the consolidation of their customer base, along with greater competition, was exerting greater pressure on chassis margins.

The Mayflower Automotive Group engaged Renoir Consulting to carry out an operational due diligence assignment at Dennis, and following their successful acquisition, they asked for Renoir’s help to bring the bus arm of the business into the Mayflower mainstream, quickly and effectively. Working together, the Dennis-Renoir project produced an annual improvement of over £500,000 and the project paid for itself during its four month-long life.

ANALYSIS
Renoir conducted a detailed three-week analysis of the Dennis operation in Guildford, near London. The findings showed that there was a potential to reduce build times by 20%–30% by tightening standards and removing the causes of lost time. It was decided to start the process in the frame shop, the first stage of the process, where the chassis frames are welded.

PROJECT
A ‘mini-task force’ of part time employees assisted the Renoir Project Manager with communication and implementation. The four month-long project would look at three distinct, key elements:

• **The flow of materials**: Working with both Stores & the Frame Shop, Renoir resolved space competition problems and blockages with new material flow layouts.

• **Department structure**: After moving towards a team-based working method, Renoir assisted with job specifications and the interview process to select team representatives and leading hands.

• **Performance measurement system**: The frame-shop’s key problem was that exact weld times were not known. Measures were meaningless and overtime allocation was by experience.

In order to ensure ownership of the new processes in this potentially sensitive area, where overtime and reasonable expectations were likely to change, Renoir proposed to have a Dennis engineer observe the timings of frame load, weld, and unload. Additionally, an engineer’s understanding of the processes would ensure the work was being done correctly.

**Key Results**
- £500,000 reduction in costs during project lifetime
- Performance driven culture
- Better inter-departmental cooperation

“It’s still working. We’re still using the systems.”
**Ray Bishop**
Manager
**(2 years after project end.)**
OUTCOMES

The results were spectacular. In spite of existing problems, the observed times beat the standards by 10, 20, and even 30%. The findings were made available to the welders and new target times were determined. These were set above those that had been observed, to preclude arguments that the times were not achievable.

As the new structures gave more autonomy to the welders, the results were better than expected. Taking an interest in the new systems and in how well they’d performed, the frame-shop responded by meeting and then exceeding the new times.

Dennis Vehicles’ results showed an annual improvement of over £500,000 and the project paid for itself during its four month-long length.

THE RENOIR GROUP

Renoir Consulting is a world leader in sustainable, implemented change. Founded in 1994, Renoir has offices located in North and South America, UK, Europe, Turkey, Middle East, Southern Africa, India, Pakistan, China, South East Asia and Australasia. With over 350 fully employed and highly trained consultants, their work across a wide range of industry sectors gives them a broader perspective of the issues facing your business, allowing them to be sensitive to your unique challenges, culture and specific business issues. This cross-pollination ensures truly effective, rapid and sustainable solutions.

Visit Renoir at www.renoirgroup.com for more information and a complete list of regional contacts or send us an e-mail at: renoir.office@renoirgroup.com
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